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Abstract
This article presents the applicability of Permutation Entropy based complexity
measure of a time series for detection of fault in wind turbines. A set of electrical
data from one faulty and one healthy wind turbine were analysed using traditional Fast
Fourier analysis in addition to Permutation Entropy analysis to compare the complexity
index of phase currents of the two turbines over time. The 4 seconds length data set
did not reveal any low frequency in the spectra of currents, neither did they show
any meaningful differences of spectrum between the two turbine currents. Permutation
Entropy analysis of the current waveforms of same phases for the two turbines are found
to have different complexity values over time, one of them being clearly higher than the
other. The work of Yan et. al. in [8] has found that higher entropy values related to the
presence of failure in rotary machines in his study. Following this track, further efforts
will be put into relating the entropy difference found in our study to possible presence
of failure in one of the wind energy conversion systems.
1 Introduction
Wind energy conversion systems is the fastest-growing source of new electric generation in
the world and it is expected to remain so for some time[1]. In order to be more reliable and
competitive than classical power generation systems and due to geographical location of
wind turbines, it is important to prevent failure and to reduce maintenance cost. Hence, it
becomes important task to categorize the the failed turbines and take necessary actions to
prevent further problems in the due process. Traditionally various analysis techniques such
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as FFT, Wavelet transformation, time-scale decompositions and AM/FM demodulation,
have been used to classify the failed turbines from the healthy ones. However, most of the
mentioned analysis techniques uses predefined parameters for the analysis and in some cases
fail to detect major failures. Yet, recently developed adaptive data analysis techniques such
as HHT[2][1] and Permutation entropy[4] shows a promising future in the field of advanced
fault detection.
Conceptually simple and easily calculated measure of permutation entropy proposed
by Bendt et al.[4] can be effectively used to detect qualitative and quantitative dynamical
changes. In other words it serves as a complexity measure for time series data, considering
the local topological structure of the time series, it assigns a complexity value to each data
point[5]. Due to its simplicity and robustness it has gained a remarkable popularity in the
field of biomedical sciences[6][7]. However the recent advances in its applicability in fault
detection in rotary machines[8], bearing fault diagnosis[9] has prompted curiosity in further
application of this methodology in advanced fault detection mechanisms. In this article we
make a simple demonstration of this powerful technique for characterising the wind turbines
based on their complexity value of their current waveforms measurement.
2 Method
Sample data of length 4 sec consisting of waveforms of L1, L2, L3 phase currents with respect
to the ground was collected from two wind turbines named as turbine T14 and turbine T3.
Table1 represents the nomenclature of the current phases for the given data. In the first
step of our analysis the FFT for each current waveforms was calculated, compared and
analysed to detect if the failure could be due to some problems related to the bearings. In
the next step, the data set was analysed using permutation entropy values of the currents
to compare the complexity based on the local topological variation of both turbines.
Table 1: Defining L1,L2 and L3
Name Current(A) Description
L1 Phase a L1,L2 and L3
L2 Phase b represents the current waveforms
L3 Phase c for phase lines a,b and c respectively
2.1 FFT Analysis
Fast Fourier Transform for phase currents L1,L2 and L3 was calculated and correspond-
ing six major amplitude and frequency spectrum were noted down. The amplitude and
frequency value for each phase was compared for both turbines T14 and T3. Furthermore
the basic purpose of the analysis was to detect any major low frequency component which
are usually the result of bearing failure and whether there is a measurement difference in
both turbines’ frequency spectra of current waveforms. This difference, if exists could be
an indicator of possible failures.
2.2 Permutation Entropy Analysis
The permutation entropy value of L1,L2 and L3 over time with the parameter values:
sequence length (w)=400,time delay(τ)=1 and embedding dimension(m)=3 was calculated
for each phase of the given turbines T3 and T14. For more details about the permutation
entropy calculation and parameter selection refer to the internal report[3] submitted at
Department of Engineering Cybernetics by Balchen Scholarchip grantee Sumit Kumar Ram.
3 Results
3.1 FFT Analysis
As it can be observed from fig.1, all the phases shows normal behavior in terms of their
frequency and amplitude spectra of the currents. The phases do not show any low frequency
component other than 42Hz. Due to low amplitude value higher frequencies are very difficult
to be detected from the FFT analysis which may have caused due to malfunction in the
working condition of the turbine as we concluded but FFT does not provide us useful
information regarding this. Next step of of the analysis was carried out using permutation
entropy analysis to investigate the minute changes in the time series data which can be
compared to conclude the working condition of the turbine.
The given data set is of very short duration, so FFT is unable to detect the low frequency
component even if it has a higher amplitude. Hence FFT cannot detect bearing fault from
the measured current waveforms at the current point, even if it is present and has a very
low frequency value.
3.2 Permutation Entropy Analysis
The permutation entropy value for each current waveforms was calculated for both turbines
and was compared for analysis. It was found that for most of the current waveforms of
both turbines the permutation entropy values are comparable. But, there exists some
waveforms for which the permutation entropy value does not match and the
waveforms for one turbine has a comparatively higher permutation entropy
value with respect to the corresponding waveforms of the other turbine. Fig.
2 and Fig. 3 illustrates the above statement taking into account the permutation entropy
values of both turbines T14 and T3 for L1 and L3 waveforms. It can be seen that for the
Figure 1: Amplitude vs Frequency plot for the L1,L2,L3 current waveforms of turbine 14
and 3
Figure 2: Comparison of permutation entropy values for L1 min waveforms of both turbine
3 and 14.
same waveforms (L1) of both turbines T14 and T3, the permutation entropy value can be
comparable, meaning, they have almost same average and standard deviation through out
the time frame. Where as the permutation entropy value for L3 waveforms of both turbines
in fig. 3 has different values for each turbine and are not comparable with each other. Fig.
4 shows the difference of permutation entropy values for both L1 and L3 waveforms from
both the turbines. It is clear from the figure that the difference of permutation entropy
values for the L1 waveforms has comparatively lower value than L3 waveforms which can
be infered as the indication of working condition of the turbines being different.
4 Discussion
Permutation entropy serves as a parameter to classify the turbines based on their com-
plexity value of their current waveforms. This can act as a classifier and can be coupled
with machine learning methodology along with other statistical analysis to develop an al-
gorithm which can detect the working condition of the turbine and give information about
the potential hidden failures. The entropy measurement is robust and is computationally
Figure 3: Comparison of permutation entropy values for L3 min waveforms of both turbine
3 and 14.
Figure 4: Difference of permutation entropy values of L1 and L3 waveforms for turbines 3
and 14.
affordable for application in real time.
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